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Fundamental House
Through the investigation of three architectural fundamentals: planes, corners, and 
openings, at catalog of fundamental conditions were formed. Using this new toolset to 
both analyze and create architecture, void of stylization, one can then apply modifiers to 
transform the fundamentals. The final house is constructed using four of these 
fundamentals to fulfill the programs withing.



Lost In Found
Lost in Found plays with the idea of architecture as character and with 
character through its relationships between program, interior spaces, 
exterior form and facade. The overall form, three arches with the center 
arch rotated, gives the architecture movement, animalizing and 
animating the static shape. This new characters façade then begins to 
add character through the use of the collage. Its familiar forms: arches, 
Roman columns and temple friezes; distort, scale, overlap and interact to 
give the façade a simple yet complex figure. This begins to form the 
interior spaces and confuse the reading between what is simply flat 
aesthetic and what is volumetric within. The interplay of what is simply 
exterior or interior continues inside where the defined interior is 
distorted through large volumes of space that feel as if they are still part 
of the exterior. Other spaces play more directly with the interaction of 
the façade’s shapes. This constant shifting of interior/exterior, as well 
as use of programmatic organization, allows visitors to become more 
aware of the architecture they inhabit and make new discoveries along 
the way.



Objectified
In the age of hyper consumerism, the house has transformed as an 
object to create an environment for humans to acting as a piece of 
storage for the excessive number of objects we accumulate. The 
architecture of Objectified reacts to this new condition, floor planes dip to 
accept piled up objects and ceilings pull down to create an extensive 
hanging system. In the center the cone of silence and adjacent corridor 
provide a momentary escape from the collection of things. 
It’s smooth walls allow for reprieve in this house of objects.



Myth
The fellowship project for Molly Hunker looked to 
investigate the shrine, in particular the household shrine. 
Myth uses the decorative prayer candle as the primary 
object-tradition through which to explore how home 
shines may provoke new understandings of visual and 
atmospheric opulence in the architectural interior. Made 
with traditional candle-making techniques, hundreds of 
handmade wax candles are suspended on embedded 
cotton wicks, accumulating to create a semi-enclosed 
chromophilic space.


